Colonial Crossword Puzzle

Across
3. first representative assembly in the new world
4. an economic policy in which a nation tries to get and keep as much bullion as possible
6. A three way system of trade in which Africa sent slaves to America, America sent Raw Materials to Europe, and Europe sent Guns and Rum to Africa.
7. A group of investors who fund a trip to a colony and split the profits
9. a religious society who believes men and women are equal
10. If your father or grandfather went through the religious conversion, you get partial church membership

Down
1. a document signed on the mayflower which created laws, and if you signed, you agreed.
2. joint stock company that funded and founded Jamestown
5. An area settled by immigrants that is ruled by a mother country
8. English protestants who believed in strict religious discipline and the simplification of worship

Name: ___________________________ Date: ________________